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Mike Thede has a good word for

the Georgian Bay Hunters and
Anglers Club of Midland. The
club members worked, really

worked, to open the Sturgeon

River to rainbows.

Peter Purych tells a success story

about lake trout in Algoma. The
lakers of Flack Lake have

maintained their numbers in

spite of angling pressure.

Readers write to praise the

historical reviews of Bob Alison

so here he goes again with a

"hawke" on his typewriter.

Thanks be to Erika Thimm for

our cover goshawk and to

Phototheque for the ruby-

throated hummingbird.
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EDITORIAL-

SAVING SIMCOE

LAKE SIMCOE WATER QUALITY SLIPPING
SIMCOE WHITEFISH VANISHING
SIMCOE LAKERS IN TROUBLE
WATCHING LAKE SIMCOE DIE

These alarming headlines have recently reported the losing battle of Lake Simcoe and
alerted newspaper readers to the fact that one of Ontario's most important inland lakes is

in trouble. Each year, Lake Simcoe grows older and more befouled, more despoiled and

more polluted. The red warning flags are flying.

Why is the lake in trouble? Who is guilty? What are we going to do about it?

The greatest problem facing Lake Simcoe is the deterioration of water quality brought

about by the continual addition of nutrients flowing from man's activities in the

watershed. The lake-killing nutrients come from municipal sewage, cottage effluents

and farm run-off. Although many people may not realize it, even treated sewage

augments the problem by adding decreased but still large amounts of nutrients to the

lake.

Of course there are other problems. The presence of smelt, heavy fishing pressure and

chemical contaminants are added stresses compounding the threat to the lake.

Every lake changes and grows old. Natural processes gradually change a deep, clear,

infertile lake into a shallow, weedy fertile lake. In Lake Simcoe these processes have

been greatly accelerated by man's activities. "We have found the enemy and it is us."

The Ministry of Natural Resources is responsible for the management of the lake's

fisheries. Our main objectives in recent years have been the restoration and protection of

the lake trout and whitefish populations, and the control and reduction of the smelt

population.

These and other management efforts are doomed to eventual failure unless the decline

in water quality is reversed. Each year Lake Simcoe becomes less and less fit for fish to

live in. The prospect for the future is discouraging because fish are indicators of the

quality of the human environment.

The Ministry of Natural Resources undertakes to identify and describe the problems as

they relate to fisheries, but it does not have a mandate to cure all of Lake Simcoe's ills.

Indeed, no single agency of government and no single group of Ontario people have the

capability of restoring Lake Simcoe to its former glory.

The problems are large, complex and urgent. They will only be solved through the co-

operation of farmers, urban dwellers, cottagers, recreationists, industrialists, developers

and the organizations that represent them. Government agencies and interested groups

must work together if Lake Simcoe is to be saved.

It's a task for all hands. The people of Ontario must decide what they want from Lake
Simcoe and what they are willing to do to get it.
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INTROSPECT
A personal opinion

not necessarily endorsed by

the Ministry of Natural Resources

WHAT PRICE DEER?

by L. J. Post, Supervisor

Wildlife Management Section

Wildlife Branch

Do we want deer on the Precambrian Shield

where winter yarding is necessary for their sur-

vival?

White-tailed deer spread north only after

man's forest activities created suitable habitat

on the Shield. Deer in this area have difficulty

surviving in winter because deep snows restrict

their movements and because the maturing for-

est provides less browse each year.

Ifwe want deer on the Shield, we will have to

maintain them artificially by intensive man-
agement, and this will cost money.

Intensive management implies the establish-

ment of deer management areas, each large

enough to maintain a more-or-less discrete

deer population but small enough to manage.

We must supply food and shelter for the deer

on their wintering grounds. We do this now to a

small degree through the manipulation of veg-

etation, but supplying food is only practical

where winter shelter and summer range are

adequate and where natural winter food is

truly the limiting factor.

Vegetation manipulation may not always be

possible in the future. For instance, we cut cull

hardwood trees to produce stump sprouts for

deer browse, but there is only a limited supply

of such trees. In time, under improved forest

management, there may be only good trees and
few culls that we can cut for the production of

deer browse. Then what will we do?

Under a new and more artificial manage-
ment program, some other problems will have

to be solved as well. For example, the entry of

hunters will have to be limited because every

deer hunter will want to hunt in an area where
successful management has produced many
deer. Hunting fees may have to be charged to

recover the costs incurred by intensive manage-
ment. Also important is the fact that hunters

must not be displaced from their traditional

haunts. Some legislative changes may be neces-

sary to make some of these ideas possible.

Let us not dismiss this concept as being too

artificial. Nothing is more artificial than reduc-

ing deer populations sharply by hunting, and

this has happened in some areas. Management
must correct this fault by either limiting the

hunt or increasing the deer herd.

We have already decided that we want deer

in areas that were not deer range before settle-

ment. Intensive and costly management can

keep deer in some of these areas. Let us

seriously consider what measures will be

needed to make our wishes come true.

SHY CAT
Nine sightings of cougars within the present boundaries of Kenora District have been reported

since 1961. People often ask "If there are cougars around, why do more people not see them?"

Perhaps it is because of the cat's shy, secretive manner. Many outdoorsmen who have spent years

in the western mountains, where cougars are more numerous, have never seen the elusive critter.

If any one is fortunate enough to see this large cat, Ministry personnel would appreciate a

telephone call. If observed on a sandy or muddy site, care should be taken not to disturb the tracks

so plaster casts may be taken. — Kenora District

KETTLE POINT COBRA
A park warden from Ipperwash Provincial Park was despatched to Kettle Point to dispose of a

poisonous cobra that had alarmed local residents and was being guarded by an OPP constable.

The park warden picked up the three-foot snake, carried it away in his vehicle and turned it loose

irra farmer's field — a harmless and beneficial eastern hognose snake.

— M. Purdy, Chatham District

CORRECTION IN "COMMON LAW"
A regrettable error in proofreading changed the meaning of the first sentence in the third

paragraph under "Common Law" on Page 12 of the previous 'Review'. The sentence should have

read as follows: "There is no Ontario or federal statute or regulation thereunder vesting

ownership of live animals in the Crown."



Flack Lake anglers proudly pose for creel study.

A CASE AGAINST STOCKING

Report andphotos by P. R. Purych

District Biologist, Blind River District

FISHERIES managers are often asked to

plant fish in lakes where the quality of

angling has declined because some people
believe this will improve the catch. Other

plantings are requested because some people

think fish stocking can help to offset greatly

increased fishing pressure brought about by
improved access. Unfortunately the solutions

to these problems are not so simple.

A case in point is Flack Lake, known for the

high quality of its lake-trout fishing since the

1920s. It is a sizeable lake of 2,350 acres with an
average depth of 62 feet and one hole 230 feet

deep. It lies 16 miles north of the uranium
mining town of Elliot Lake and partly within

Mississagi Provincial Park.

Lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) share its

clear and colorless water with round whitefish,

white suckers, longnose suckers, burbot and
lake chub. Along its 12.9 miles of shoreline,

which is practically all Crown land, there is

only one tourist camp and only one private cot-

tage.

When the lake became accessible by road in

1964, the increase in fishing and the lake trout

harvest worried the fish and wildlife staff of

Blind River District, particularly as a recession

in the uranium industry led to more tourist pro-

motion with fishing being offered as a major
attraction.

To help maintain lake trout fishing in the

area, some lakes were closed to winter fishing.

Flack Lake was established as a sanctuary in

1964 and is presently open to fishing from the

third Saturday in May to the end of September.

On a trial basis, 5,000 yearling lake trout were

planted annually in Flack Lake in 1964, 1965

and 1966. These fish, distinguished by the

removal of a different fin each year, came from
spawn collected in local lakes and reared at the

provincial hatchery in Sault Ste. Marie.

To determine the contribution of the stocked

fish to anglers' creels, an intensive creel study

was carried out during every fishing season

since 1968, with the same standard censusing

methods being used every year. The census was
made on randomly selected days by a summer
student who interviewed both shore and boat
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fishermen as they left the lake by the only pub-

lic access point.

Anglers' catches were examined for fin clips

and measured, weighed, sexed and aged. Stom-

ach contents were examined and a scale sample

was taken to determine age. The lodge owner
reported his guests' catches and the cottage

fishermen reported theirs.

During the seven years of the creel census,

almost half the total of fishing days was cov-

ered and about three-quarters of the anglers

were interviewed. Thus it was possible to make
an accurate estimate of the total number of

anglers and their total catch.

The study disclosed an intensive fishery for

the predominantly plankton-feeding lake trout

of Flack Lake and found that anglers using the

public access point accounted for about 75 per

cent of the catch. More than 95 per cent of the

lake trout were between the ages of four and

seven years and the majority were five or six

years. They usually weighed between one and

one and one-half pounds.

Of the 4,935 lake trout examined during the

1968-74 period, only 1 1 had clipped fins — and

fin regeneration was not considered to be a

problem. Of the 15,000 lake trout planted, it

was estimated that anglers caught only 45 or

well below one per cent of the planted fish.

Since the last stocking was in 1966, no signifi-

cant contribution can be expected from the

stocked fish in future years.

The presence of a flourishing native lake

trout population in Flack Lake is revealed by

the angling success over the years. The average

angling success during the study was 0.23 fish

per man hour or about one native fish for every

four hours of fishing. This compares favorably

with other Ontario lake trout lakes such as

Opeongo and Manitou. The average harvest of

1.16 pounds per surface acre per year is also

considered high.

The failure of hatchery lake trout in Flack

Lake is likely due to predation and competition

from the native population. Natural reproduc-

tion and recruitment appear to be sufficient to

meet the carrying capacity of the lake. In other

words, the native lake trout seem to be main-

taining sufficiently high numbers to squeeze

out the less well adapted hatchery fish.

The results suggest there is little benefit in

stocking yearling lake trout in lakes where
there is good natural reproduction.

The influence of many factors on the sur-

vival of planted fish cannot be overlooked.

Numerous studies by other investigators on the

survival of hatchery-reared lake trout have dis-

closed that their survival has been affected by

such variables as size of fish planted, water

quality, health of planted fish, stress caused by

fin clipping, origin of the parent stock, and the

method and time of planting.

Data collected from the neighbouring Semi-

wite Lake have shown the same disappointing

returns of hatchery lake trout. This lake also

received 15,000 yearling lake trout in 1964,

1965 and 1966. Of the 1,540 lake trout exam-

ined (1968-74), only five were fin-clipped and it

is estimated that only 18 hatchery fish were

caught by fishermen.

It is apparent that fishery managers should

think twice before planting lake trout in lakes

where natural populations are sustaining them-

selves in spite of fishing pressure. Other man-
agement tools, such as shortened seasons and

reduced creel limits, may be more effective

where natural populations appear to need
protection.

Flack Lake catches show good natural reproduction.
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Top: Flack Lakefrom Highway 639. Below: public access point on Flack Lake.



THE AMAZING GROUNDHOG by Dan Strickland*

As every one knows, groundhogs spend the winter asleep in burrows. What many people

do not realize is that, unlike bears and chipmunks which merely go into an intermittently

deep sleep, groundhogs go into a true hibernation that is hard to tell from death itself.

A hibernating groundhog, covered with a thick, insulating blanket of fat and curled into

a tight ball, has a body temperature as low as 45° F (7° C) and may breathe only once

every five minutes. The blood pressure is drastically lowered and so is the heart beat — to

four or five a minute.

It is not hard to see the advantage in this to the groundhog. By lowering the rate of its

body processes, the groundhog greatly reduces the rate at which it burns up its stored fat.

Even so, it loses a third or even half of its weight by the time spring arrives.

The winter survival of groundhogs is remarkable enough, but the mechanism which

wakes them up is even more amazing. We find that no amount of coffee, cold water in

the face or anything else can ease the misery of getting up at four or five in the morning
for an early start on a spring fishing trip. And yet, every groundhog puts us to shame
each spring by an almost unbelievable return from five or six months of near-death to

full wakefulness in just a few hours.

How does the groundhog succeed where groggy people fail? The key is that the

groundhog has large deposits of brown fat — as well as the white fat we possess. The
difference is that the brown fat, when burned by the body, can produce 20 times as much
heat as white fat. In fact, at peak efficiency, the brown fat of a groundhog generates as

much as 800 calories per minute.

It is almost as if the groundhog's layer of fat were a built-in "electric blanket" that is

switched en automatically when the first warmth seeps into the frigid burrow and signals

that winter has gone. As the brown fat 'turns on', the groundhog's temperature,

breathing rate, heart beat and blood pressure start to rise and the half-frozen muscles

shiver fitfully. Before long, the recovery is complete and the groundhog emerges into the

sunny world above.

As babies, we humans have brown fat around the neck and between the shoulder blades,

but as adults we have long since lost our brown fat and with it our capacity for the

prodigious production of heat. About all we can do is enviously acknowledge the

groundhog's superiority in the matter of waking up and welcome it back as an especially

miraculous sign of spring.

* Editor of The Raven, published by A Igonquin Provincial Park. His salute to the groundhog appeared

in the issue ofMay 11, 1977.



Progress report on a cold day: the fish ladder takes shape.

STEPPING UP THE STURGEON

Report and photos by J. M. Thede

Conservation Officer, Huronia District

THE rainbows are in the Sturgeon! . . . This

happy cry heralds the arrival of rainbow

trout (Salmo gairdneri) in the Simcoe County
river on their annual spring migration from

Georgian Bay. But for many years this eagerly

awaited news was clouded by a familiar com-
plaint:

"Can't you do something about that dam?
They just keep banging their heads against the

concrete."

The complaint referred to the Canadian
Pacific Railway concrete bridge foundation

which created a four-foot waterfall and barred

the migrating rainbows from the upper reaches

of the river.

The Sturgeon flows through Tay and
Medonte Townships in Simcoe County and
offers miles of excellent trout habitat and
gravel spawning areas. Unfortunately, the fish

could not pass the barrier one mile above the

river mouth.

The Georgian Bay Hunters and Anglers
Club did more than complain about the rain-

bows' predicament. For years the members of

the Midland club worked with the local conser-

vation officer and tried in various ways to help

the struggling fish. They dug out rocks below

the dam to form ajumping pool; they purchased

and filled gabion baskets and arranged them in

the river to form jumping pools; and they built

a wooden fish ladder. Every spring they helped

the local Officer to net and lift rainbows over

the dam.
Finally, their years of work and experimen-

tation culminated in a co-operative venture

which appears to have solved the problem.

In the winter of 1975-76 the C.P.R. agreed

that Huronia District should incorporate a fish-

ladder design into the railway bridge founda-

tion. The construction was carried out by fish

and wildlife and field services staff and super-

vised by Ron Robinson, Huronia's engineering

technician.

The fish ladder would not have been pos-

sible without the co-operation of George and

Fred Lawson who allowed heavy equipment
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Crane sets three-ton block in place and returns for another.

A rainbow trout leaps the 2Vi-foot step.
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Interestedpersons inspect completedfish ladder. — Photo by F. P. Maher.

Upstream on the Sturgeon. Now it's rainbow country. — Photo by F. P. Maher.



and supplies to be moved across their land staff anxiously awaited the rainbow run in

from the nearest road to the work site. They April. Would the ladder hold? Would the fish

ignored the considerable damage to their farm use it?

fields because of their concern for the fish. On March 30, the conservation officer on the

Work began in January. Limestone blocks, job saw the first rainbow leap up the steps. On
measuring 4' x 4' x 2W and weighing more than April 3, six spawning rainbows were observed

three tons each, arrived on flatbed trailers. The two miles above the dam. By the end of the first

operator of a 90-foot crane deftly picked up the week in April, the trout run was on and fish

blocks and placed them across the river in two were going up the ladder in large numbers,

rows seven feet apart. This formed two rectan- All along the river, excited landowners
gular, steep-sided pools. reported rainbows where they had never been
With the temperature hovering at —10 C, seen before. One landowner, three miles above

many hundreds of five-inch rocks were placed the dam, kept a daily count of spawning fish

by hand to plug the cracks between the blocks using spawning beds on his property — 12, 18,

and stabilize the banks on either side. The fish 28, 45 and a peak of 82 spawning fish!

ladder gradually took shape and was comple- Natural reproduction on the Sturgeon has

ted in February. The fish would now be able to been greatly enhanced by providing access to

move up stream by jumping three steps of 2 lA miles of spawning habitat previously denied,

feet each. This is a splendid example of citizen involve-

Club members, local citizens and District ment in a sound fisheries management project.

GOOD (POOR) SAMARITANS
On the last day of May, two residents of Elgin County found a sick white-tailed deer while fishing

near Orwell. The animal was lying on its side and appeared to be suffering. The fishermen carried

it to their car and brought it to Aylmer District Office where biologists made an initial

examination. The deer was given injections of antibiotics and four hours later it died. As a

precaution, the head was removed and sent to Agriculture Canada for rabies testing. Three days

later, the Ministry was advised that the deer was rabid. The two fishermen and the two Ministry

staff who handled the animal received rabies shots every day for 14 days. In almost every instance

of an injured or sick animal being found, the wrong actions are taken. In almost every case, the

concern for the animal is best left to the Ministry's staff who are trained for such activities.

— Aylmer District

PARKING CURBS TO AID MIGRATING TROUT
Rainbow and brown trout migrate up the Ganaraska River from Lake Ontario to the excellent

spawning areas upstream. During periods of low water, these fish have experienced difficulty in

negotiating the fast-flowing shallows between Ontario Street and Malton Street in Port Hope.

Lindsay District of the Ministry of Natural Resources and the Ganaraska Conservation Authority

have anchored 23 concrete parking curbs on the bedrock ledges between the two streets. The
curbs, each weighing several hundred pounds, were placed in a herringbone pattern on the flat

limestone bed to increase water depth and create a series of less turbulent pools and eddies. It is

hoped this will assist migrating trout on future spawning runs. — P. A. Smith, Lindsay District

WHITE PELICANS
Small islands in Lake of the Woods are the only known nesting sites of the white pelican in

Ontario. The earliest records stem from the 1938 period. In 1964 District personnel began banding

the young pelicans but only 58 young could be captured for banding. The numbers increased each

year and appear to have reached a stable level. This spring 200 young pelicans were banded. The

public is urged to refrain from going near the nesting sites during the months of May, June and

July to avoid needless loss of young birds caused by exposure to the sun when the adults are

disturbed. _ Kenora District

A STUDY OF DAMS AND DIVERSIONS
This summer Cambridge District is conducting a study of the West Credit, Speed and Eramosa

Rivers which have excellent trout populations. A three-man crew, headed by a habitat assessment

biologist, will examine small dams and other diversions to evaluate their effects on fish

populations. _ Cambridge District
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/I popular stopping place on Highway 2 (Aube).

LAKE ST. LAWRENCE WILDLIFE AGREEMENT AREA

Report and photos by Carol Aube
and Eric Johnston, Conservation Officer, Cornwall District

LAKE St. Lawrence Wildlife Agreement Area
j offers a greater variety of attractions than

any other wildlife management area in

Ontario. Its southern limit is the international

boundary in the middle of the St. Lawrence
River and its main entrance is on Highway 2,

six miles east of Morrisburg. It's open all. year

round.

The 15,000-acre Agreement Area of uplands,

marsh and water includes the 7,000-acre Upper
Canada Migratory Bird Sanctuary which in

turn includes Upper Canada Village, a living

museum of pioneer culture that is popular with

tourists. The sanctuary also provides space for

a golf course, riding academy, air strip, picnic

areas, camping areas and nature trails, all facil-

ities of the St. Lawrence Parks Commission.
Wildlife management activities and wildlife

viewing are most concentrated in the

intensively managed waterfowl area which is

the scene of the largest banding operation on
the Atlantic Flyway. More than 2,000 ducks
and 700 geese are banded during July and Sep-

tember.

Thousands of migrating birds drop in during
the fall and thousands of people come to see

them in the viewing area and on the sur-

rounding lawns. During the peak of the build

up, the viewing area sometimes appears to be a

sea of feathers.

Wildlife management on the Agreement
Area is carried out by the Ministry of Natural

Resources in conjunction with the St. Lawrence

Parks Commission and Ontario Hydro which

own the land and water areas. The present

establishment dates from 1958 when farm land

was purchased for the construction of the St.

Lawrence Seaway.

The flooding of the Seaway created new
marshlands with an excellent potential for

waterfowl nesting. Artificial nests have been set

out for geese and nesting boxes for wood ducks.

Other nesting species include green and great

blue herons, bitterns, redwing blackbirds

grosbeaks and numerous duck species.

The resident Canada geese now number
about 2,000. About 600 goslings are banded
every year.

The uplands have been allowed to grow
wild, providing cover for wildlife. Four miles of

nature trails enable visitors to explore the vari-

ety of wildlife habitats, including those of deer
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Lake St. Lawreru
Wildlife Agreeme
Open all year roi

Canada goslings are

safe in nest (Johnston).

A wild iris,

photographer's delight

(Aube).

A view of uplands and

feeding yard in distance

(Johnston).



Permanent trap where

waterfowl are banded

(Johnston).

Successful hunters

outside sanctuary

(Johnston).



Nature trails lead visitors to land and water

habitats and give easy access to marshes on

boardwalks built over water (A ube).

and beaver, and observe the natural succession

of plant life.

The trails are mainly water oriented and give

easy access to the marshes on boardwalks built

over the water. Viewing blinds give visitors the

opportunity to watch waterfowl and other wild-

life without disturbing them.

Extended visits are made convenient by the

many campsites on Commission lands. Nairne

Island, for example, provides campsites only a

short causeway distant from the viewing area.

In the intensively managed area, 50 acres of

corn and 20 acres of other grains are grown for

waterfowl consumption in the sanctuary.

Outside the sanctuary, controlled hunting is

permitted in season. Hunters are directed to

parking lots where they may park at a num-
bered post (if the space is vacant) and occupy

the blind bearing the same number. Twenty-

nine blinds are available and no fee is charged

for their use.

The annual harvest of about 200 ducks and

150 geese helps to keep local waterfowl popu-

lations at a constant and manageable level.

For further information on Lake St. Law-

rence Wildlife Agreement Area, readers may
apply to:

District Manager
Ministry of Natural Resources

40 Fifth Street West

Box 1749, Cornwall

Ontario K6H 5V7
Telephone (613) 933-1774.
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The pumpkinseed — a good little fighter and good to eat. Photo by F. P. Maher.

FISHING FOR FLAVOR - SOME PANFISH
(Pumpkinseed, bluegills and rock bass)

by C. R. Jorgensen

Biologist, Lake Nipissing Fisheries Assessment Unit

PUMPKINSEED, bluegills and rock bass

are members of the sunfish family, the cen-

trarchidae to which largemouth bass, small-

mouth bass and crappies also belong. The fam-

ily comprises 30 species in 10 genera commonly
grouped as sunfish, crappies and basses.

The sunfish are small to moderate-sized,

spiny-rayed, roundish and laterally-com-

pressed with large eyes. The dorsal fin consists

of a spinous portion (6 to 13 spines) and a soft-

rayed portion.

There are no closed seasons and no limits on
rock bass, bluegills or pumpkinseed in Ontario

so fishing for these delicious panfish can be

enjoyed at anytime. They are easy to catch and
have probably delighted more children than

any other species.

The bluegill is also known as blue sunfish,

sunfish, bream and roach. It has a deep, later-

ally-compressed body, small mouth, and a

short, dark operculum or gill cover. The back is

blue-green to olive-green, becoming lighter on
the sides and often orange to yellow on the

anterior ventral portion. A series of vertical

bars may be evident on the sides.

The pumpkinseed also has a laterally-com-

pressed body and is rounder in outline than

any other sunfish. The mouth is small and the

cheeks and opercles have streaks of brilliant

blue with a scarlet spot on the posterior margin

of the opercles. The body is sprinkled with rust-

coloured scales. Hybrids of bluegills and

pumpkinseeds are common.
The rock bass is also laterally-compressed

but not as markedly as the pumpkinseed and

bluegill. The eyes are large and reddish in

color. The body is olive-brown with darker

blotches or mottlings. With the exception of the

pectoral and pelvic fins, all the fins are dusky

and spotted.

Each of the three species may reach a length

of 12 inches though the average is six to eight

inches.

Rock bass, pumpkinseed, and bluegill are

found in aggregations and in association with

each other throughout shallow waters. The
rock bass, as indicated by its common name,

generally prefers rocky areas while the pump-
kinseed and bluegill tend to seek weedy areas.

The sunfish are warm-water fish and become
dormant in the winter.

The combination of a very light fly rod with

wet flies, dry flies, sponge spiders, small pop-

pers or "bugs" and sunfish is an angler's
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delight. Sunfish attack bait in groups, bite

hard, and fight hard considering their size.

They rise readily to small dark flies on Number
10 to 12 hooks. Using a variety of flies adds to

the sport. Sunfish may also be caught readily

by still-fishing with worms, grasshoppers and

other small live baits on hook Numbers 8 to 10.

They strike at any time of day.

The rock bass rarely refuses a bait, even

when offered on the coarsest tackle, and it bites

any time of the day or night. Because of this the

selection of a suitable bait is easy — for

example, small minnows, crayfish, hell-

grammites, crickets, grasshoppers and worms.

Rock bass are often caught when still-fishing

or trolling over rock reefs in lakes using min-

nows as bait. The use of a live minnow, hooked

through the lips, and allowed to sink to the bot-

tom before being slowly reeled in, is often

rewarding. Flies must be allowed to sink with

every cast after fluttering them for a while on
the surface. Of the artificial lures, the wet or

dry fly, small bass bugs and fly and spinner

combinations are used with considerable suc-

cess.

A concern over the effort required to clean

such small fish has lost many an angler a

delicious meal. The flesh of the sunfishes is

firm, white, flaky and delicious. These fish are

best as panfish — scaled, beheaded, gutted and
pan fried.

THE SUNFISH COOKERY
Camp Quick Sunfish

An excellent meal consists of sunfish dipped in

egg, then in cornmeal, and fried in sweet butter

until crisp on the outside and moist on the

inside. As an alternative try sunfish baked with

bacon. The bacon, of course, comes out second
best in this combination.

Hilikalaa (Sunfish cooked in coals)

Use one to Wi lbs. fresh sunfish per person.

Scale, gut and wash well. On the inside, slash a

shallow groove along each side of back bone
and sprinkle generously with salt, making sure

every crevice is covered. Close fish. Take
approximately Wi ft. square of brown paper,

wet well and wrap the fish. Take some damp
newspaper and wrap again, this prevents the

fish from burning. Place the bundle on hot

coals, cook from 20 to 30 minutes, turn and
cook other side. Take off coals and slit open
paper, open up fish and eat with fingers.

Creamed Sunfish in Toast Cups

12 slices bread

4 tbsp. butter

2 tbsp. flour

1 V2 cups milk

dash pepper

1 tsp. salt

1 cup cooked flaked sunfish (prepared by

broiling, baking or boiling whole scaled fish)

1 hard cooked egg, cut in eighths

1 cup cooked peas, string beans, carrots or

other vegetables.

To make toast cups: Remove crusts from

bread; spread slices with 2 tbsp. butter and
press into the bottom of a greased muffin pan,

forming a cup shape. Brown in a moderate

oven (350 deg. F.) about 20 minutes.

Melt remaining butter in saucepan; add
flour and blend well. Stir in milk, salt and pep-

per, and cook over low heat until thickened,

stirring constantly. Add fish, egg and cooked

vegetables, and turn mixture into toast cups.

The rock bass — well worth the effort in many shallow waters. Photo by F. P. Maher.
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Trawl net beingpayed out; the white spheres are floats.

TRAWLING FOR DOLLARS

Report and photos by R. Gater, Conservation Officer,

and M. Nantais, Fish and Wildlife Technician, Chatham District

1AKE ERIE has the most productive
j commercial fishery of all the Great Lakes.

In recent years the fish community
composition has changed because of

commercial fishing, eutrophication, shoreline

erosion, introduction of toxic chemicals from

industrial sources, and introduction of non-

indigenous species. This change in species

composition has forced commercial fishermen

to concentrate on abundant species such as

rainbow smelt in spite of their low value per

pound.

Rainbow smelt were first introduced into the

Lake Michigan watershed in 1935 and by 1950

were established in Lake Erie. Because of their

abundance and small size, the usual fishing

methods were not commercially successful and
alternative techniques had to be sought.

Commercial fishermen began to trawl for

smelt, adapting techniques used in ocean
trawling.

Lake Erie has the main requirements for

trawling in the central and eastern basins of the

Lake — a smooth, level bottom and large

concentrations of smelt.

The trawl net, constructed of twine webbing,

is towed by the fishing boat at four knots per

hour. As it is payed out it takes the shape of a

funnel. In Lake Erie nets vary in size according

to the size of the boat used. Small ones may be

60 feet across at the mouth, 40 feet long and 12

feet deep, pulled behind a 50-foot boat, while

large ones may be 90' x 60' x 25' with a 70-foot

boat.

Smelt are located with depth recorders.

When smelt concentrations are heavy the

recorder is unable to show the bottom.

Once smelt have been located, the trawl is

payed out from the stern and winches let the

sweep lines run out about 150 feet. The trawl

doors are then dropped into the water from the

side of the boat and the winches run the warp

lines out about 480 feet.

Most Lake Erie trawls are run just off the

bottom to minimize the chance of tearing the

net or allowing it to fill with debris. This is done
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Smelt with incidental catch ofsheepshead andperch visible in centre.
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Trawl net in water as sweep lines are let out.

Cod end of net, filled with smelt,

being hoisted aboard.

by making bottom sweep lines slightly shorter

than the top lines. The water pressure on the

doors causes the net to rise slightly off the

bottom.

When it is time to lift the trawl, the boat is

stopped and winches pull the net to the stern.

Once the trawl mouth reaches the stern, the

boat is turned so the cod end lies perpendicular

to the leeward side of the boat. The lazy-line

closes the choker and prevents fish from
escaping through the larger mesh just in front

of the choker. Once along side, lines are

attached around the splitter so that the boom
only lifts a portion of the catch at one time.

After the net is hoisted, the bottom of the cod

end is released and smelt are dropped to the

deck. They are shovelled into plastic-lined

"packers" and iced immediately to maintain

their quality and freshness.

Experimental trawling in the early sixties

yielded several tons per trawl. This high yield is

still being caught from break-up to August.

Smelt are marketed largely in North America
but new markets are opening up in Europe and
Japan. Efficiency in trawling and processing

means smelt are marketed at competitive prices

with good returns on the investment.

Trawling for smelt helps to alleviate the

pressures on depleted species. In the long run it

will help to restore a balance in species

composition in Lake Erie.
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A scene from (he Bayeux Tapestry shows Harold and William I, 11th Century.
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A 3rd Century mosaic in Antioch features a falcon.

"TOHUNTANDHAWKE"

by R. M. A lison, Waterfowl Biologist

Wildlife Branch

"Manhood I am, therefore I me delyght,

To hunt and hawke, to nourish up andfede
The greyhounds to the course, the hawke to the flight

And to bestryde a good and lusty stede"

- Sir Thomas More (1478-1535)

FALCONRY has been the pursuit of aris-

tocrats for thousands of years and was most

popular during the middle ages in western

Europe. The geographic and chronologic

origin of the activity is unknown but the ear-

liest literary evidence suggests an oriental evo-

lution.

It has been suggested that the Egyptians

practised falconry after 1580 B.C. but this is

doubtless based on frequent representations of

the falcon-god Horus on pyramids and tablets.

It is certain that Horus and depictions of hawks
and hawk-men in Egyptian art had religious

significance and were not related to falconry.

The earliest proof of falconry occurs in an

Assyrian relief made during the reign of Sar-

gon II (722-705 B.C.), and other evidence sug-

gests it was a common pursuit during Assyrian

dominance. A relief, depicting a servant hold-

ing a bird of prey on his wrist, indicates Hittite

interest in the activity in the eighth century

B.C.

The ancient Jews did not apparently know
falconry and the Palestinians and Babylonians

rarely referred to the activity in their texts.

Later, according to the Babylonian Talmud,

King David "went out to hunt with net and

falcon."

Ctesias, writing about fifth century B.C.

India, noted:

"They (Indians) do not use dogs for this type

of hunting (of hares and foxes), but instead

they catch young eagles . . . bring them up and

train them for hunting . . . When they have

been brought to precision in this type of hunt-

ing, the Indians let them loose on mountain-

hares and wild foxes."

Eagles are still used in India to hunt larger

animals.

The Laws of Manu (India, second century

A.D.) mention a "birdfancier" who, according

to footnotes, was a trainer of hunting-falcons

and hawks.

In China, we find plenty of evidence of fal-
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A hooded goshawk, awaiting release. Photo by Erika Thimm.

conry after the seventh century B.C. Wen
Wang of the Kingdom of Ch'u (689-677 B.C.)

was fond of hawking. A great number of refer-

ences attest to the occurrence of falconry dur-

ing the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-220 A.D.),

especially with reference to the Emperor Teng.

About 200 A.D., the usurper Ts'ao Ts'ao often

indulged in hawking. According to the Hsi

Ching Tsa Chi, a youth of Mao Ling, Li Heng
(502-557 A.D.), used trained falcons to catch

pheasants.

In lapan, the Nihon Shoki records that a

hawk or falcon, which was hitherto unknown to

the Japanese, was given to the Emperor

Nintoku (355 A.D.) and that the bird was sub-

sequently trained for hunting. Falconry then

became popular among the nobility.

During its period of dominance (559 B.C. to

641 A.D.), Persia must be regarded as a focal

point for falconry. The Baz-Nama-Yi Nasiri,

the first treatise on falconry, was written and

remains a monument to early falconry. From
Persia, the sport spread rapidly into the Arabic

world, as shown by an Arabian poem of about

500 A.D. which states that "the falcon shoots

down from the clouded sky whom the hunters

have kept hungry". 'Bazi', the Persian word for

falcon, indicates the origin of the activity.
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Falconry was rarely mentioned by the

ancient Greeks but Aristotle (384-322 B.C.)

reported:

"In Thrace, in . . . Cedropolis, men hunt for

little birds in the marshes with the aid of hawks.

The men . . . frighten the birds out and the

hawks . . . frighten them down. The men then

strike them with their sticks and capture them."

It is striking that there are few references to

falconry per se in early European literature. A
complete absence of pictorial depictions of fal-

conry indicates that the activity was uncom-
mon. Greek vase-paintings and Roman fre-

scoes and mosaics, while depicting a great

number of hunting scenes and domestic ani-

mals, fail to show falconry.

The first reference to falconry in the late

Roman Empire was made by Julius Maternus

(355 A.D.) who mentioned that those mortals

who have Venus in Aquarius or Mercury in

Virgo in their horoscopes are especially fond of

hawking. Paulinus (459) and Sidonius Apo-
llinaris (431-487) mentioned falconry briefly.

After the end of the fourth century, hounds
used to flush game were often reported in asso-

ciation with hawks.

Charlemagne (768-814) was greatly inter-

ested in falconry. Often thousands of falcons

and hunting hounds were the sole tribute he

demanded from conquered peoples.

Falconry was also popular in the Mongol
Empire (1206-1405) and all the Mongol
emperors, especially Genghis and Kublai
Khan, enjoyed and participated in the sport.

Contemporary Chinese emperors maintained

large numbers of hawks for hunting purposes.

FALCONRY IN BRITAIN
Little is known of the sporting interests of the

early rulers of England or Scotland. Harold,

the last of the pre-Conquest kings of England,

was an avid falconer. The Bayeux Tapestry, a

Norman document recording the events sur-

rounding the defeat of Harold by William the

Conqueror at Hastings in 1066, almost
invariably depicts Harold with a bird of prey

on his wrist. Frequently, others in his proces-

sion are shown holding birds of prey.

Thereafter, falconry fluctuated in popularity

in England while in Germany there was a

resurgence in popularity primarily owing to the

great interest shown by the Emperor Frederick

II (1194-1250) who prepared a six-volume
treatise called "De arte venandi cum avibus"

(the art of falconry). By the mid-fifteenth cen-

tury, the sport was so popular that the King of

England appointed the Duke of St. Albans to

the position of Hereditary Grand Falconer

with a salary of <£ 1 ,000 annually. The position

was maintained for about 400 years.

In 1486, Dame Judith Berners wrote The

Boke (Book) of St. Albans in which there was
an extensive treatise on falconry. The author

justified falconry as follows:

"In so much that gentlemen and honest per-

sons have great delight in hawking, and desire

to have the manner to take hawks; and, also

how and in what wise they should guide them
ordinately; and to know the gentle terms in

communing of their hawks; and to understand

their sicknesses and infirmities and the medi-

cines for them according, and the many
notable terms that be used in hawking both of

their hawks and of the fowls that their hawks
shall slay".

Sections of instruction included:

"How a man shall take an hawke fro the

Eyrer"

"A medecyne for an hawke that has lost here

courage"

"The maner how a man shall put an hawke
in to mewe and that is to be wele nooted"

"A medecyne for hawkis that bene dry and
desyre to drynke, to kepe hem moyst in kynde.'

The section entitled "How ye shall rewarde

youre hawke" suggested:

"Take a knyfe and cutt the hede and the

necke from the body of the partrich and stripe

the skynne a way from the necke and peut the

same to the hawke."
Appropriate hawks for lords and ladies (in

the Boke of St. Albans) were:

An eagle for an emperor
A gerfalcon for a king

A peregrine for an earl

A merlyon for a lady

A goshawk for a yeoman
A sparehawk for a priest

A muskyte for "an holiwater Clerke"

A lancet for a squire

A "fawken gentilt" for a prince

A "fawken of the rock" for a duke.

Subsequently, falconry declined in

importance in Britain for a period of about 200

years. In the early 1800s, William Blades wrote:

"A pastime essentially aristocratic from the

great expense it entailed in the purchase,

breeding and maintenance of the birds. This,

indeed, coupled with the diminution of game
consequent on the progress of civilization and

the increase of population, led to the gradual

decadence of the sport, and nearly to its

extinction in the 18th century, although, in very

rare cases, falconry is even now practised."

About 1865, the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh,

himself a famous and avid falconer, expressed

the opinion that the "revival and successful

practice of falconry in England was an
impossibility". Others were of the same opin-

ion. In 1868, there were only three professional

falconers in England, and an attempt to create
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a Club and School of Falconry failed. Ten
years later the number of professional fal-

coners in England had increased to nine, many
of whom travelled about the country with

about 100 hawks (in the aggregate) attempting

to stimulate interest in a revival of falconry. In

1879, the Falconry Club of England was
created, due mainly to the efforts of the editor

of "The Zoologist" magazine.

Three years earlier, a supply of wild hawks
had been obtained from Norway (14 gos-

hawks, 1 1 gyrfalcons and two rough-legged

buzzards) in anticipation of greater interest in

hawking. Importation was necessary because

the supply of hawks suitable for falconry was
scanty and uncertain as a result of predator

control activities of local gamekeepers.

In Britain since the late 1800s, interest in fal-

conry has increased somewhat but falconry

enthusiasts are by no means common.
Throughout history falconers have never been
numerous in proportion to the rest of the

human population.

EARLY FALCONRY LAWS
The German Salic Laws (500 A.D.) contain

the following legislation on falconry:

"If anybody steals a hawk from a tree, and
he be proved guilty, besides the return of the

object and the informer's fee, he shall be

judged liable to the extent of 600 dinarii. If

anybody steals a hawk from the inside of a

household, ... let him be judged liable to the

extent of 1800 dinarii. If anybody steals a spar-

row-hawk, let him be judged liable to the

extent of 120 dinarii . .
."

In Scandinavia, under Gundobad (500-505

A.D.), the Bergundian Laws stated:

"If anyone has presumed to steal another's

hawk, we command that the bird itself eat six

ounces of flesh from the breast of the thief: cer-

tainly, if he is unwilling, he is compelled to pay

six solidi . .

."

The French Law of the Riparian Franks,

about 530 A.D., read in part

"For a hawk not yet tamed, let him pay three

solidi; for one which hunts cranes let him pay

six solidi; and for a hawk in mewe let him

pay twelve solidi"

A 10th Century cloth depicts

two Persians with falcons.

About 15 years later, the Bavarian Laws pro-

vided that

"If anyone kills a hawk, which is called a

crane-hawk, let him make compensation with

six solidi . . . likewise concerning birds . . . from
another's wood shall presume to take birds."

Among the Bavarians, falconry seems to

have been very popular and highly developed.

Personal forest property was protected by law

so as to permit every man to be able to obtain

eyasses (flightless falcons) from his own eyrie.

In the Langobardian Laws (643 A.D.) of

Germany, it was noted for the first time that

penalties for removing hawks from "royal for-

ests" would be severe. This was the first indi-

cation of the interest of a reigning German
monarch (Rothar) in falconry.

The same laws proclaimed that all trees in

which hawks nested should be marked.

FALCONRY LAWS IN NORTH AMERICA
In North America, falconry laws are not con-

sistent. In the United States, individual states

have the authority to restrict falconry methods
and species used, and the federal government

regulates other aspects. The over-lapping juris-

diction makes the legislation confusing. Except

in the states where falconry is entirely banned,

migratory birds may be taken by falconers in

possession of the relevant permits during legal

hunting seasons.

In Canada, falconry is not recognized as a

legal means of taking migratory birds whether

a hunting season exists or not. Falconry reg-

ulations are provincial and vary from province

to province. In Ontario, it is presently lawful to

use only imported raptors to take species of

game during the normal open season so long as

the falconer is in possession of a valid hunting

permit.

Historically, variations in falconry legislation

have not affected the number of individuals

participating and it is doubtful that liber-

alization of Ontario's falconry laws would
induce a significant increase in falconers in the

province, nor would it likely stimulate misuse

of that resource.
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